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DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Branch: An ecclesiastical district or church unit in and 
through which programs of the church are administered and operated, 
Branch president: An officer of the church whose responsibilities 
are t o supervise and administer church business as -well as being a 
spiritual leader. 
Nontemple marriage : A marriage involving two members of the 
Mormon Church, performed by government or church officials, The mar-
riage is not binding or in effect after death according to Mormon the-
ology, 
Marital adjustment: The process by which husband and wife adjust 
to each other in a marital relation~hip a~ measured by the Locke-Wallace 
Short Marital Adjustment Scale. 
Mannon: A term for member s of The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-Day Saints. 
Religiosity: The degree of religious commitment as measured by 
a religiosity scale developed by the r esearcher. 
Stake: An ecclesiastical district composed of smaller units 
known as wards or branches. 
Stake president: The presiding authority and administrator over 
a stake . 
Temple: A sanctuary where sacred ordinances, rites, and cere-
monies are performed which pertain to salvation and exaltation accord-
ing to Mormon theology, 
vii 
Temple marriage: A type of marriage performed in a special 
edifice known as a temple Q1 someone specifical~ chosen and delegated 
to do so. The participating parties become husband and wife not only 
for their mortal lives but remain together forever in the life after 
death, provided they fulfill certain requirements and obligations while 
upon the eartb. . 
Temple recommend: A certificate used to identify persons as 
members of t.">le Mormon Church and to recognize their worthiness to 
receive and participate in certain ordinances and blessings in a temple, 
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ABS'rRACT 
Factors Associated With Marital Adjustment of 
Young Mormon Married College Students 
by 
Ronald Shill Jones, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1973 
Major Professor: Dr. C. Ja:y Skidmore 
Department: Family and Child Development 
The study compared the marital adjustment scores of young col-
lege student Mormon temple and nontemple couples. Marital adjustment 
scores of temple couples were significantly higher than they were for 
nontemple couples . Responses of 20 temple and 20 nontemple couples 
were analyzed controlling for age, length of marriage, income, number 
of children, and education. The mean marital adjustment scores did 
not vary significantly when each control variable was analyzed in terms 
of its effect on marital adjustment for temple and nontemple couples. 
Nontemple husbands and wive s were affected differently by the various 
control variables. 
Male and female nontemple marital adjustment scores generally in-
creased or decreased in opposite directions, while male and female tern-
ple adjustment scores generally increased or decreased in the same 
direction. This difference, while not statistically significant, 
affects overall marital adjustment when the multiple effect of all con-
trol variables is analyzed. 
Analyzing a few selected questions from the marital adjustment 
teat indicated temple couples agreed more often on conventionality, 
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philosophy of life, and friends than did nontemple couples. Nontemple 
couples agreed more often on finances than did temple couples. 
Temple and nontemple couples ~o perceived disagreements as 
being solved by a mate giving in rather than by mutual give and take 
had marital adjustment scores below the mean for their group. 
When respondents were asked to state the percentage of time the 
responses of them and their mates would be in agreement, temple couples 
perceived their response s to the marital adjustment test being in agree-
ment more often than did nontemple couples . 
The positive correlation between religiosity and marital adjust-
ment scor es was significant for temple couples but not for nontemple 
couple s , 
(7 5 pages) 
INTRODUCTION 
During the last few years there has been an increasing interest 
and concern in marital adjustment, happiness, and divorce . This 
interest is stimulated by the fact that the divorce rate has risen 68 
percent over the last nine years , according to the Vital Statistics 
Report, Annual Summary for the United States, 1971 . 
Research has been undertaken to gain answers to problems associ-
ated with marital adjustment, happiness , and divorce. One of the more 
provocative questions to emerge from research efforts is, do couples 
who do not seek divorce remain intact because they are happier and 
better adjusted in t heir marriages , or do they remain intact for other 
reasons? Research has provided some insights. Generally divorced and 
separated couples score considerably lower on marital adjustment tests 
than do couples which are physically intact (Blood and Wolfe, 1960; 
Locke and Wallace, 1959). Couples not planning or seeking a divorce 
are generally better adjusted in their marriages. Of course within 
this group there is a wide range of adjustment. Due to this and other 
factors which indicate the complexity of measuring marital adjustment, 
many scales have been developed to measure marital success in terms of 
adjustment and happiness (Strauss, 1970), These tests have shown there 
are several factors associated with marital adjustment and happiness. 
Those most commonly fo~d were income, occupation, social class , 
religion, and time of marriage (Hicks andPlatt, 1970) . 
Why then are some marriages which remain intact better adjusted 
than others? Certainly the variables previously listed have some 
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influence , but their association to adjustment is not completely under-
stood , Thus it is difficult t o predict a successful marriage or to know 
what problems may be related to a bad marriage. Two factor s account 
for this , First, not all variable s which may influence a marriage are 
known. If they wer e , then better prediction might result. Second, the 
relationship or influence the variables have on each other and the 
marital r elationship is not clearly stated , nor is the direction or 
exte~t of association, It is therefore impossible to predict a good or 
bad marriage without fir st knowing how a variable influences a marriage, 
how much and to what extent. 
One variable which do es influence marriage is t he type of marriage 
ceremony. That is, was the cerem::>ny performed by a religious leader in 
a r eligious edifice or ~ a civil authority in a non-religious edifice . 
Christensen and Cannon ( 196u) found that the divorce rate was lower for 
marriage ceremonies performed ~ r eligious leaders in a religious edi-
fice . They did not ascertain, however, if adjustment vari ed with the 
type of marriage. 
A point of clarification is needed here. It is not the type of 
marriage which influences divorce and possibly adjustment in marriage 
a s much as it is the type of i ndividual and his way of life . Therefor e , 
it would be m:>re accurate to say the religiosity of individuals in-
directly influences the divorce rate since religiosity can determine an 
individual's way of life. 
The type of marriage , or religiosity, has particular significance 
to a sub-culture such as The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, 
hereafter referred to as "Mormon." The Mormon Church t eaches that a 
fullness of happiness cannot be attained without a temple marriage 
(Brown, 1960) , 
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A temple marriage is one performed in a special edifice known as 
a temple. The cer emony is performed only by someone designated with 
special authority to do so . In the ceremony the couple is married not 
only for time but for eternity . Thus the union is meant to be perman-
ent. Although t he Mormon Church approves of all legal types of marriages, 
it encourages and values a temple marriage mor e , 
In order to enter a temple a member of the Mormon Church must 
meet certain requirements and obligations . A temple r ecommend is given 
to all worthy members so they can receive specific opportunities in the 
temple. A more detailed account of the requirements for a temple 
recommend may be found under "definition of terms." 
Christensen and Cannon (1964) studied marriages involving members 
of the Mormon Church, Marriage were of three types: temple, involving 
both mates who were Mormons, nontemple Where both mates were Mormon, 
and nontemple Where only one mate was a Mormon. The divorce rate was 
lowest for temple marriages. These results were supported by further 
research by Cannon and Steed (1969) which indicated the divorce rate 
was lower for temple marriages than for nontemple marriages involving 
Mormons. 
Divorce is considered an evil by the Mormon Church. Apparently 
members of the Mormon Church feel the same way since divorce rates are 
lower for temple marriag es and nontemple marriages involving Mormon 
partners . But even though statistics indicate templ e marriages are 
more stable, in that they seek fewer divorces, are they better adjusted 
than Mormon nontemple marr iages? 
Problem 
The problem dealt with in the research relates to the degree and 
quality of adjustmBnt in temple and nontemple marriages Which have not 
and are n~t seeking a divorce or separation, 
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Since the divorce rate for temple marriages is predictably lower 
than for Mormon nontemple marriages, an assumption is made that temple 
marriages are also better adjusted than nontemple marriages. The 
research was undertaken in an effort to discover if the adjustment of a 
marital relationship varies with the type of marriage: that is , temple 
or nontemple . 
It was the purp~se of this study to ascertain the degree of 
marital adjustment of Mormon temple and nontemple young student marriages. 
According to Mormon theology a temple marriage has the potential of 
being a better marital relationship than does a nontemple marriage, 
There are several reasons this might be true, First, since the edu-
cational attainment of temple marriages is higher than for nontemple 
marriages, this could have a positive influence, Second, temple marriages 
might put forth more effort to achieve success since expectations and 
pressures are greater. Third, preparations for temple marriages are 
more numerous than they are for nontemple marriages. This is supported 
by Rollins (1958) who found couples seeking a temple marriage are more 
active in church activities, observe more church standards, and have a 
better understanding of church principles. 
In order to have a temple marriage, a recommend must be obtained . 
This entails the meeting of rules and requirements as well as passing 
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interviews . There is also social pressure from within the Mormon sub-
cul ture encouraging a t emple marriage for all its wrthy member s . This 
same pres "'-lre carries over art fl r marriage encouraging couples to succeed 
and maintain the r elationship. Overall, temple marriages require more 
effort to enter into and to maintain than do nontemple marriages . There-
fore , it would be assumed that temple marriages wuld be better adjusted, 
In order to make certain a difference in marital adjustment was 
not due t o extraneous influences, it was necessary to control for the 
following variables: length of marriage, number of children, wife 1 s 
educati on, husband's education, age , and income. It was also the purpose 
of this study to determine the amount of influence of these control var-
iables on adjustment scores of husbands and wives within each group--
temple and nontemple. 
Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1. Marital adjustment scores as measured by the 
Locke-Wallace Short Marital Adjustment Test will be higher for temple 
marriages than for nontemple marriages, 
Hypothesis 2. The mean marital adjustment scores will not vary 
significantly for each control variable when each variable is analyzed 
in terms of its effect on marital adjustment. 
Hypothesis 3. There will be a significant difference in the way 
t emple and nontemple couples respond to selected questions on the 
marital adjustment test dealing with: 
a. sex 
b. recreation 
c, finances 
d. friends 
e . conventionality 
f. philosophy of life 
Hypothesis h. There will be a significant positive correlation 
between r eligiosity scores and marital adjustment scores. 
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REVIEW OF LITI'RATURE 
Scope of Review 
A fundamental understanding of several areas was necessary in 
un:lertaking this research. The literature was assessed and there are 
sub-titles in this r eview for happiness, happiness over the life cycle , 
adjustment , education, income, co~romise, wife's employment, occupa-
tional status, children, marital interaction, divorce, and religiosity. 
Due to a profusion of literature on these subjects, a comprehensive 
revi ew was not undertaken . Only very general overviews of the f ocal 
concerns in the se are as are presented here. 
Happiness 
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Most recently in th e literature there has been an analysis and 
reformulat i on of the us e of certain terms in relation to marital inter-
action. The term happine ss has come under considerable attack by sev-
eral authors (Hicks and Platt, 1970 ; Kieren and Tallman, 1972) . While 
the purpose of this review is not to elaborate on the pros and cons of 
the usage of the term happiness , an attempt will be made to present 
research for both sides. 
Marital happiness has been shown to be related to overall happi-
ness. Therefore, psychological well being is in part determined by the 
meshing of marriage and happiness (Orden and Bradburn, 1968) . A measure 
of happiness does not just pertain to marriage. Often the r eliability 
of individual assessments of marriage are questioned. While it is 
assumed studies in the behavioral sciences will have some amount of 
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socially desirable responses , Orden and Bradburn (1968) indicate that an 
individual assessment of marriage is valid. Certainly a definition of 
happi ness varies from person to person and marriage to marriage. But 
if Orden and Bradburn's r esearch can be ~eful, it is in providing in-
sight that a couple can assess their o~ individual and marital happi-
ness . Such a definition of happiness may be at an abstract or ordinal 
level but is nevertheless justified since an assessment of marital 
happine ss doe s not indicate the composition of the relationship, Thus 
any scale attempting to measure marital interaction must use questions 
dealing with adjustment and interaction as well as assessments of 
happiness . 
Evidence also indicates happiness and satisfaction in marriages 
are strongly related (Hicks and Platt, 1970; Burr, 1972; and Gurin, 
1960) . While the correlation of happiness and satisfaction in marriage 
has been questioned, a precise and difficult analysis of data has 
indicated happiness and satisfaction are not only related but are very 
much dependent on each other. This would t end to support previous 
research that happiness in marriage implies happiness in the marital 
relationship. 
Happiness Over the Life Cycle 
Marital happiness is not only related to individual happiness 
but to all other aspects of the marital relationship. One such aspect 
is happiness over the life cycle. While research has generally shown 
happine ss decreases over the life cycle (Luckey, 1966; Blood and Wolfe, 
1960) , further research indicates happiness varies with stages of the 
life cycle (Rollins and Feldman, 1970), Burr (1970) even goes so far 
as to suggest satisfaction may even increase at the latter stages of 
the life cycle, Burr also suggests there are abrupt variations in 
happiness and satisfaction for some stages of the life cycle and vir-
tually little or no variations in other stages, This evidence ser-
iously questions the accepted belief that the decrease of happiness 
over the life cycle is gradual, 
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Research on Mormon couples and their happiness over the life 
cycle is sparse, but Marlowe (1968) did find Morm~n couples generally 
became more dissatisfied the longer they were married as compared with 
n.~n-Mormon couples. This ·w::>uld be related to the fact that expectations 
of Mormon couples are greater due to their unique beliefs. Therefore, 
failure to live up to expectations could cause greater dissatisfaction, 
A raview of literature pertaining to happiness over the life 
cycle indicates the complexity of marital interaction becomes even more 
so when attempting to view variables over the life cycle, 
Adjustment 
The terms happiness, adjustment, and satisfaction have been used 
interchangeably in the study of marital interaction. It is not the pur-
pose of this review to define each of the terms, especially since many 
researchers themselves have not defined them even in their research 
efforts. Those who have defined them operationally have defined them 
differently, It is, however, the purpose of this review to present a 
variety of definitions so ~omparisons can be made. 
The current trend in research of marital interactio~ suggests 
measuring marital success in terms of one aspect of marriage such as 
problem solving or role behavior, rather than defining it in terms of 
happiness and adjustment (Kieren and Tallman, 1972; Burr, 1971 ) , While 
this point of view may be defended, it is questionable whether such an 
effort is valid, Does such a measure actually measure overall marital 
adjustment or just one small limited area of marital interaction? 
While the term anjustment does have weaknesses, its continued use is 
supported by two factors, One, until a scale is developed which in-
cludes all aspects of a marital relationship, a specific scale cannot 
measure overall adjustment, Second, when attempting to ascertain gen-
eral attitudes, which adjustment scales do, general terms must be em-
ployed. 
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Bernard (1965) argue s that marital adjustment depends on the 
situation within the marriage, personalities of those involved and, 
finally, the relationship between the partners. While this statement is 
vague and ambiguous, it does provide a general framework for analysis 
of marital adjustment. Bernard then defines adjustment as the process 
of making fUnctional changes in a relationship. 
The goal of marital adjustment, then, is to make the relation-
ship fUnction with a maximum of efficiency, This implies that marital 
adjustment assumes problems and dissatisfaction but the process of 
adjustment involves working them out through compromise or other means 
so that the oouple remains physically intact, The process and tech-
niques of adjustment vary from relationship to relationship. So how 
problems are solved is not as important as the fact they are solved and 
adjustment is maintained, 
Adequate theories dealing with adjustment have not been clearly 
defined or developed. There appears at the present time an interest 
developing among researchers along this line. Researchers have 
developed numerous scales to measure marital adjustment (Strauss, 1969). 
These are an outgrowth ofthepioneering work done qy Hamilton (1929), 
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Burgr~ss and Cottrell (1939), Terman (1 938), and Locke and Wallace 
(1959) . 
Several studies have dealt with the concept of marital adjust-
ment and a review and summary of the more important ones are available 
in Landis (1970) and Udry (1966). A review of these and other efforts 
provides information regarding variables which are r elated to successful 
and well-adjusted marriages. These variables will be discussed later. 
Suffice i t to say here, well-adjusted marriages have the following 
characteristics : they are affectionate, they share and participate in 
leisure activities together, they agree on major issues, and the 
relationship is generally free of conflict (Spainer, 1972). 
There has been much research performed relating to marital ad-
justment but it is not yet apparent which factors make for a "good" 
marriage and which for a "bad" marriage. Spainer makes the statement: 
• • • much research has been directed toward answering 
this question . The variables measured have been extensive, 
yet not extensive enough to give us a firm picture of the 
marital interaction process. (Spainer, 1972, p. 481) 
Variables Related to Marital 
Adjustment and Happiness 
Research efforts indicate a number of variables ar e associated 
with marital adjustment even though in many cases there are divergent 
findings. It must first ba established that happiness and adjustment 
are related to marital stability in a positive way and to divorce in a 
negative way. 
Hicks and Platt (1970, p. 569) suggest: 
Marriage and divorce decisions are influenced by the 
macro-social sy.; tern ••• stability in marriage is a func-
tion of a variety of factors--only one of which is marital 
happiness. 
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Therefore, other variables not only influence happiness but the entire 
marital relationship as well. 
Generally happy marriages are stable and unhappy marriages be-
come unstable through divorce (Hicks and Platt, 1970). But this state-
ment creates questions which demand answers: what is a stable marriage, 
and what factors influence the stability of a marriage? 
Divorce and desertion, more particularly divorce since desertion 
is more difficult to ascertain, have been the criterion to measure 
stability. However, the problem should be obvious. At what point in 
time does one couple seek a divorce and another couple remain intact 
while both couples may be facing similar problems? The threshold of 
dissatisfaction varies from couple to couple and circumstance to circum-
stance. 
Factors shown to be associated with stability or divorce are not 
obvious in their extent or dir ection of influence. Future research 
must build on efforts of the past and hopei'ull.y determine answers to 
this perplexing problem. A review of some of these variables will now 
be undertaken. 
Education 
Stable marriages are more prevalent among the well educated 
(Hicks and Platt , 1970 ). However, if a marriage becomes unhappy, the 
higher the educatio~al attainment of the husband, the greater the 
probability the marriage will terminate in divorce (Landis, 1963). 
The se two contrasting bits of evidence are good examples of how a 
variable affects marital interaction but evidence is not strong enough 
to determine the strength or direction of the influence. 
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Marriages are also more stable among higher income groups, 
according to Hicks and Platt (1970), and Cutright (1 971) . This is in 
ccngruence with other findings which indicate an unhappy marriage is a 
disability related to economic deprivation (Renne, 1970) . The greater 
the eoonomic deprivation, the greater the unhappiness; therefore, the 
increasing probability the marriage will terminate in divorce. An in-
herent problem here is the definition of economic deprivation. It 
would seem evident if a couple defines their economic situation in 
such a manner as they themselves view it , then problems would result 
depending on that perception. Consequently , problems would develop 
regardless of the amount of income. 
Scanzoni (1968) offers evidence indicating stable marriages are 
in agreeme~t on expectations and rewards, i n this case monetary rewards. 
Income itself is not an influence on marriage as much as psrceptions and 
attitudes toward it. Scanzoni also found that stable marriages show a 
greater BJOOunt of co~ro:nise. This ..ould be of direct importance 'When 
viewing income. But whatever the cause of conflict, the relationship 
would be more stable if a couple ..ould be more adaptable and flexible 
in their attitudes. Since compromise is often used as a method to 
maintain relationships, it is not surprising that Scanzoni noted stable 
marriages also had a lower level of conflict. 
Wife 1 s &ployment 
There is evidence to indicate the effect of wife 1 s e~loyment 
on marital happiness and adjustment. Generally if the wife works full 
time the adjustment is lower than if the wife ..orks part time. Part 
time working wives' marria;?;es were better adjusted than marriages of 
wives who did not work at all (Axelson, 196)). However, Gover (1 963) 
showed non-working wives scored higher on marital adjustment only in 
low~r income groups. Blood a~rl Wolfe (1960) found just the opposite, 
Another study dealing with wife's employment is that of Orden 
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and Bradburn (1969). They found that a w:>man' s freedom to choose whether 
or not to work is an important predictor of happiness. Adjustment is 
lower for marriages where wives were employed by necessity rather than 
choice. This is perhaps the single most illlportant finding related to 
wife's employment thus far. 
One weakness of these studies is they consider only wives Who 
receive monetary rewards for their labors outside the home. What 
effect does volunteer service have on marital adjustment? This ques-
tion has special significance when working with Mormon families. Mor-
mon men and women devote many f r ee hours of tillle each week to church 
and social activities and receive no monetary reward for their efforts . 
With such activity the woman is out of the home several hours a day , 
Future r esearch should focus on this problem. 
Husband's Occupational Status 
While many studies refer to the importance of husband's oc cupa-
tion and its effect o~ marital adjustment, only one will be cited 
here. Udry (1967) reports the lowest stability and therefore adjust-
ment was for those couples wher e the husband had a low status occupa-
tion. Highest stability and adjustment was for higher occupational 
status. This has strong ilnplications for this research. In order to 
make certain that adjustment scores for temple and nontemple groups 
would be comparable, it was necessary to match couples on husband's 
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occupation. In this case all husband s were full time students and 
employed part time. Thus, any difference in adjustment scores for the 
two gra~ps could not be attributed to a difference in occupational status 
for the husbands. 
Children 
Conflicting evidence is again apparent When discussing the r e-
lationship of children to marital happiness and adjustment. It has 
long been assumed in Western society that children and marital happi-
ness are strongly correlated. But there has been little empirical 
support for this assumption, Luck~ (1961, 1970) did find children 
were the only source of happiness in an unhappy marriage, But Luckey 
(1966) and Hurley and Palonen (1967) found no relationship between the 
number of children and marital satisfaction, While these studies did 
not so state, it seems apparent that the number of children is not the 
variable which may influence marital satisfaction and adjustment , but 
rather other variables such as whether or not children are wanted and 
accepted once they arrive. Future research needs to focus more on other 
possible suggestions . 
Other Variables 
There are other variables which have been shown to be positively 
associated with marital happiness and adjustment . Since the literature 
is so exhaustive only references to major findings will be presented 
here, In their review of the literature pertaining to marital happiness 
and stability during the sixties, Hicks and Platt state: 
research in the sixties has corroborated find-
ings which generally ware establiehed at the beginning of 
the decade , , , that there is a positive relationship 
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between husband and wife similarities in socioeconomic 
status , age and religion (1970, p. 68) 
Marital Interaction 
Levinger (1965) presents a framework in which the problem of 
marital interaction can be conceptualized, His efforts are important 
bscause hs brings together ideas , theories and concepts which before 
were not assi milated. 
He suggests marital cohesion and dissolution are specific cases 
of more general processes of group behavior. He postulates the marital 
relationship is a sp'lcial case of a social group . The strength or weak-
ness of the relationship is a result of three things: 
(1) Sources of attraction which include esteem for spouse, 
desire for companionship, sexual enjoyment, socio-economic rewards, 
similarity in social status, r eligion, education, and age. The more 
prevalent these attractions, the greater the possibility ths relation-
ship will remain intact. 
(2) Sources of barrier strength which include feelings of ob-
ligation to children and the marital bond, moral proscriptions which 
include religion and church attendance, external pressures from primary 
group affiliations, community stigma, and legal and economic bars 
against divorce. Sources of barrier strength are analogous to how 
strong the defensive line is in football. Its strengths affect the 
offense's chances of scoring. 
(3) Sources of alternate attraction which include affectional 
rewards which presupposes the possibility of a preferred sex partner, 
opposing religious affiliations, disjunctive social relations, and 
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economic r ewards which means the wife's opportunity for an independent 
income. 
The determining factor of whether or not a relationship remains 
intact or dissolves in divorce is a result of the sources of attraction, 
barrier strength and alternate attractions, int eracting with each other. 
This frame.ork indicates the complexity in analyzing and dealing with 
the marital interaction process. The author cites thirty-nine sources 
upon which the theoretical assumptions are built. 
There are many theories in marital relations and interaction 
~ich have not received much support in research or attention in the 
literature. A review of some of these materials will hopefulzy shed 
importance on the future of r esearch and theorizing. 
One such articl e is that of Kirkpatric (1963) who suggests five 
categories which influence happiness and adjustment of married couples: 
(1) early and adequate orgasm capacity, (2) confidence in and satis-
faction with affection, ( 3) equal rather than a patriarchal relation-
ship, (4) mental and physical health of the marital pair, and (5) 
shari~ of interests. These points offer a direction for further 
research as well as support for past research. For example, Stinnett 
(1969) found emotional stability is important for marital interaction 
and that happy husbands are emotionally stable. 
One effort which has r ecei ved much attention but little empiri-
cal support in the way of research is the effort undertaken by Cuber 
atd Harroff (1963). Their .ark is of extreme importance when studying 
marital relationships and interaction. Rather than classifying marriages 
as happy or unhappy, stable or unstable, they are arranged on a con-
tinuum. Each classification is unique in ita own life style. Firat, 
is the conflict habituated relationship which is characterized by 
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tension and conflict. This relationship thrives on controlled conflict. 
Second, is the devitalized r elationship. In this relationship there is 
a discrep~ncy between what there once was and what there is now. The 
relationship has become void. Third, is the passive-congenial. It 
differ s only from the devitalized in that it was passive and blase' from 
the beginning, Fourth, comes the vital r elationship. It involves a 
complete life style which is shared by the partners. Conflict is avoid-
ed. Fifth, is the total relationship . It differs from the vital re-
lationship in that it is more multifaceted. Everything i s shared. All 
problems are handled as they arise. The authors caution that the typ-
ology concerns relationships, not personalities. The personality of 
the relationship is considered, not the personality of the individual 
husband and wife, The important feature about their wrk is that the 
five types of relationships r epr esent different kinds of adjustment and 
different conceptio~s of marriage. 
It would be erroneous to assume one type of relationship is 
better than another . Many couples wuld f'eel uncomfortable rooving 
from a conflict-habituated relationship to a total one . The authors 
suggest that if divorce does occur among the five types, it m~ be the 
result of couples rooving from one type to anothEr. Couples do make the 
change from one type to another but very infrequently . Doing so upset s 
the equilibrium which has been established. Cuber and Harroff conclude 
by saying all aspects of marriage differ from pair to pair with each 
individual perceiving an:! reacting differently, 
In another study, Kierena and Tallman (1 972) postulate marital 
happiness and adjustment are central to one 1 a identity, Failure or 
acknowledgement of failure would, therefore, be threats to one's per-
sonal sense of adequacy. While this is undoubtedly true in some cases, 
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there are a number of reasons why it most likely is not. First, there 
is a'! increasing acceptance of divorce in our culture. Divorce is not 
looked upon as failure but rather as an opportunity to seek out success. 
Second, since couples view adjustment and marriage in a myriad of ways 
there ·is no such thing as a consensus of opinion regarding marital ad-
justment and happiness. Third, because pgrceptions differ it is not 
possible to say one relationship is better than another simply because 
one terminates in divorce and another doesn't. No conclusions can 
actually be dra;on to refute or support Kiernen and Tallman's postulate. 
Future research efforts need to focus on this problem, especially since 
divorce and its acceptance is increasing. 
Clements (1967) found stable a s well as unstable divorced 
couples are aware of the effects of specific behavior on their spouses. 
Therefore, he co~cludes that it is not awareness which discriminates 
betwaen -stable and unstable marriages, but rather a willingness to 
change behavlor. Simply being aware is not enough. One must be willing 
to alter his own behavior and to negotiate. One's sense of adequacy is 
not affected if one doe s not negotiate. 
Divorce does not necessarily indicate a marriage has failed all 
the way along. Undoubtedly in some cases this may be true, but gen-
erally it is not. Time and space will not allow a discussion of divorce, 
its causes, effects, and repercussions. As Spainer (1972, p. 481) sug-
gests, "we have very little i nformation on why people really get 
divorced and why married couples so often experience difficulty." 
Divorce rates are important and useful for this study. Accord-
ing to "Utah Marriage and Divorce 1968-1970," a special report issued 
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by the Uta, Division of Mental Health, Utah's divorce rate has been 
higher than the United States' for the past ten years. Another r eport 
by the Utah Populatio~ Work Committee estimates that the divorce rate 
will continue to be above the national average. Utah's divorce rate, 
however, was lower than any other state in the intermountain area which 
includes the states of Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New 
Mexico, and Wyoming. 
Since Uta~ is over 60 percent Mormon, it is interesting to 
analyze Utah's divorce rate and see if temple a~d no3temple marriages 
ha·~~ different divorce rates . Cannon (1966), in comparing the divorce 
rates of temple and nontemple marriages, found that the rate for temple 
marriages was one-fifth of the rate for nontemple marriages. Other 
re search has verified similar findings (Christensen and Cannon, 1964; 
Kunz, 1964; Steed, 1969; Skidmore, 1967; and McKay, 1945). Cannon and 
Steed (1969 ) suggest the lower rate may be due to the fact that couples 
with temple marriages are l~ss willing to terminate their marriages 
especially through divorce since there is pressure to work things out. 
This is also supp?rted by Rollins (1958), 
Looking at divorce rates for Utah more closely, the special 
r eport 0:1 "Utah Marriage and Divorce 1968-1970" indicates that divorces 
which involve couples where both the husband and wife were Mormon accO'lnt 
for about one-half of the overall divorces in the state. However, of 
these Mormon couples obtaining a divorce, only 15 percent involved 
temple marriages. While these figures are provisional and subject to 
some error , the general trend pre sented is still valid. 
In studying divorce among Mormons the factor of religiosity is 
rore import8.1lt than any other variable. Canno:1 and Steed (1 969) found 
a high r eligious commitment to be more influential as a variable 
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negati vely r elated to divorce tha~ either occupational level or bride's 
age at marriage. 
Religioei ty 
Researchers have shown that the higher the religiosity the 
high~r the marital happiness and adjustment scores (Burchinal, 1957; 
Tillich, 1958 ; Nuttall, 1959; and Winward, 1962). This holds true for 
Mormon as well as non-Mormon marriages. 
Sporakowski (1969) found Mormon families who rated high on the 
religious commitment scale prepared their members for marriage a great 
deal more than did those who had low religious commitment. This is in 
agreement with Rollins (1958) that temple marriages require more prepa-
ration than do nontemple marriages . 
Lenski (1961), in his monumental study of religion, clarifies the 
influence of religion. He concludes that religion act s in a casual way 
and is not merely correlated with certain kinds of behaviors and events. 
Cline and Rich .. - ds (1965) studied tM effect of religious 
belief on behavior. They conclude that churche s may have an impact on 
their members but cruL~ot induce them to pray, attend church or make 
financial contributions. In other words, religion is not correlated 
with certain kinds of behavior as already suggested. Cline a"ld Richards' 
sample was primarily Mo:-mon co ·~ples. Some of their findings are con-
sequently useful for this research. 
First, th~y found that in1ividuals gave P"-t &"lswers which do not 
reflect accurately th~ complexities about what they believe. Any rela-
tionship then between r eligiosity a"ld marital adjustment must be skill-
fUlly and carefUlly scrutinized. 
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Second, men and wome n have different attitudes and practices 
toward r eligion. Women often l ose their fai th but men just become in-
active . These differences between men and women will be consider ed 
When analyzing the data. 
Finally, the degree of religiosity an1 unique way of life for 
Mormon couples are best understood in conjunction with a study done by 
Reeder, Christiansen and Warner (1972). In their study they found the 
way o f life was different f or i nactive Mormons but not as much as pre-
viously believed. Their profile of inactive Mormons is revealing. 
They estimated th~ religiosity of this group would be lower than for 
active Mormons, b~t t~ r eason thi s was so was due t o the fact the 
inactives were stereotyped as being less religious by themselves an1 
church leaders. They saw themselves as inadequate leaders and as vio-
lating more church sta,dards than active Mormons. But in reality they 
were willing to serve in positions of re~onsibility and they did keep 
a high percentage of church etandards as well as maintaining beliefs 
in the church and its teachings. 
Synthesis 
While the literature pertaining to marital adjustment is vast 
th ·ere are a few facts and ideas Which emerge as obvious and important. 
The terms happiness and adjustment have been used extensively in the 
literature but there is a movement underway to eliminate their usage. 
Until such a time arrives that better defined terms are developed, 
their continued use is justified. 
There are a number of variables which have been shown to be 
positively related to adjustment and happiness. They are education, 
income, husband's occupation, wife's employment, and number of children. 
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Research ,as not been able to determine the direction or strength of 
th~ relationship these variables have on adjustm~nt. What is signifi-
cant for this stu1y is that they are influential. Therefo~e, it was 
necessary to control for each of th~se variables. By doing so it was 
hoped the differences in adjustment scores for temple and nontemple 
couples would be due to different life styles rather than due to any 
of the control variables. 
A review shows that religiosity and divorce are more strongly 
related than might seem apparent. Generally, religious couples divorce 
less frequ~ntly than do less religious couples. It was for this reason 
a r eligiosity scale was developed by the author to measure religious 
commitment and correlate it with adjustment scores. 
PROCEDURE 
Sample Description 
The sample consisted of 40 young married couples. Half of the 
oouples were married in a temple and half were not. In order to be 
used in the final analysis, each couple had to have been married at 
least one year and have one to three children . All resp:mdents were 
Caucasian between the ages of 20 and 32. All of t he husbands in the 
sample were full time stu jents, according to their o~ definition , 
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They were also employed part time. All couples were living together at 
the time of the interview. The subjects resided in a University Stake 
of the Mormon Church, 
Sample Acquisition 
Th3re are a total of nine branches in the stake used, However, 
only seven of the branches were used in the selection of the sample and 
analysis of the data. The r eason for this is that the researcher had 
personally resided in one branch and was currently residing in another. 
Not wanting to prejudice the responses of the subjects because of 
familiarity with them, it was decided to eliminate the two branches in 
the best interest of the study , 
The total number of couples in the seven branches was approxi-
1!11. tely 5 38 . These figures were obtained from the branch lists provided 
by each of the seven bra:1ch presidents. Membership records of the 
Mormon Church are not public information. However, each branch has a 
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list containing the names, addresses, number of children, and phone 
numbers of all branch members. Each branch president also designated 
'illich couple s were temple and which were nontemple marriages. Cooper&-
tion was obtained from the branch presidents rr,r first contacting the 
s take president of the Utah State University Second Stake. The purpose 
and procedure for the research were explained. A letter was then sent 
to each of the branch presidents by the stake president asking for 
their cooperation in the study. 
After the seven branch lists were received, it was necessary to 
eliminate those couple s mo did not have at least one child or had more 
than three. By doing so the number of couples decreased from 5.38 to 
204. Investigation then revealed 153 couples hsd married in a temple 
and 51 had not. It was then decided 20 couples in each group, temple 
and nontemple, would be used in the final analysis. 
The sample was selected in a proportinate stratified manner. 
In order to make the sample more representative of the population, 
it was decided each of th e seven branches would be used. Even though 
the total population of each branch was similar, the proportion of 
temple marriages to nontemple marriages was not, Therefore, each 
branch was represented in the total sample according to the respective 
pa rcentages of temple and nontemple marriages as compared w1 th the 
total in the seven branches. 
Investigation showed that each branch yielded from one to six 
couples for the final analysis. Not every couple interviewed was used 
in the final analysis, only those wo met the specified criterion, some 
of wich could not be ascertained until an interview had taken place, 
The actual process of selection of the sample took place in the 
following manner: On each branch list the couples eligible 
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for selection were numbered consecutively with temple and nontemple 
being numbered independent ly, A table of random numbers was then used 
to determine which couple would be selected first. If, for example, a 
branch had four couples eligible for eelection and were proportionately 
supposed to have one couple, the table of numbers provided a number 
between one and four. The couple with the corresponding number wuld 
be selected as a starting point, If the couple refused to participate 
in the study or if they did not meet the specified criterion, which was 
determined after the interview was conducted, then the couple with the 
next highest number was selected, If they refused, then the same pro-
cess was continued until the designated number of subjects was selected 
for final analysis. 
If a couple agreed to participate, then every other couple was 
selected rather than the couple with the next highest number, elimin-
ating those in the process who refused to participate, Approximately 
90 percent of the couples initially contacted agreed to be interviewed 
and followed through with the interview. For those couples who did not 
keep their original appointment , an effort was made to arrange another 
one, About half of these couples refueed to participate, The other 
half followed through with the interview, 
Sample Juetification 
There are several reasons Wly the sample is representative and 
consequently justified. First, an attampt was made to make the phone 
calls throughout the day and evening so ~ not to increase the possi-
bility of eliminating any couple due to work, echool, or other factors 
'lbich would keep them from being at home during certain hours. 
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The interviewer maintained a consistent attitude and manner of 
appearance When conducting each interview. The husband and wife were 
not allowed to sit next to each other or converse during the course of 
the interview. In most cases the subjects did this themselves, Dis-
tractions were also eliminated in many cases by the subjects themselves. 
Radios and televisions were turned off if they were in the same room in 
which the interview was taking place, and the children were in moat 
cases sent to play in another room unless they were already in one be-
fore the interview began. Since the interview took only 15' minutes 
this was not generally a problem, 
Another reason the sample can be justified is that the dwellings 
of the couples used in the final analysis were plotted on a map, Ob-
servation indicated the subjects were representative of the geographical 
area. 
The proportion of temple marriages to nontemple marriages used 
in the final analysis was three to one. Mormon Church leaders in the 
Logan area estimated the ratio of tsnple to nontemple marriages is 
about two to one for the entire area. They also say that the university 
student stakes have a higher ratio than this. So the ratio of three to 
one appears congruent with expectations, 
Cannon ( 1969) suggests that as education in ere ases so will the 
percentage of temple marriages. A college sample would, therefore, be 
expected to have a larger ratio of temple over nontemple marriages, 
Instrument 
The data collection method was an oral interview conducted in 
three parts, The first part consisted of asking questions to obtain 
background information regarding length of marriage, number of children, 
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extent of education, family income, and wife's occupational status. A 
detailed summary is found in Appendix B. 
The second part of the interview attempted to measure the marital 
adjustment of each couple. The Locke-Wallace Short Marital Adjustment 
Scale (1959) was administered orally. The teat is a 15-item scale ~ich 
has been used extensively since its development in 1959. Its use and 
reliability have been seriously questioned by some (Edmonds and Withers, 
1972) and supported by others (Hawkins, 1966). Burr (1972) defends use 
of such scales by saying that until family theory develops to a more 
sophisticated point, practical implementation of principles in the 
field of family relations cannot progress beyond ~ere they are now. 
Better and more adequate theories must be developed and tested before 
better and more adequate scales and questionnaires can be developed. 
A copy of the scale and possible scores for each question are 
found in Appendix B; question 12 was omitted for this research. It was 
felt the wording of the question was ambiguous and not in trend with 
the times. It was felt the semantics of the question would invalidate 
the reliability of the question. For example, a total number of possi-
ble points are given in this question if both spouses "prefer to sta.,v 
at home." The researcher would seriously question whether or not this 
would really convey adjustment. 
A final justification for using the Locke-Wallace scale came 
about after referring to Strauss (1970) in a review of techniques of 
measuring the f111111ly. Of all the techniques and scales used to measure 
adjustmnt and happiness, the Locke-Wallace was not only used more 
often, but its split half correlation reliability vas .96. 
The third instrument used in collection of data was a 
religiosity scale. A number of religiosity scales were reviewed but 
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all were found to be unsatisfactory for this r esearch for one or two 
reasons. First, most were too extensive in length . The r esearcher did 
not want to present a detailed and time-coneuming r eligiosity question-
nai r e . Rather, it was the intent of the research to have a religiosity 
scale which would measure general attitudes and commitment rather than 
using a frequency of a particular activity to determine individual 
r eligiosity . 
Second, there ar e very few religiosity scales and questionnaires 
in existence which were specifically designed for use in the Mormon 
sub-culture. Those scales developed by Mormon researchers were either 
too long or not yet accept ed as valid or reliable, Some were also 
eliminated since this study wanted to measure general attitudes of 
commitment toward religion rather than measure frequency of particular 
items. 
It was with this in mind that the r esearcher developed a r eligi -
osity scale . A familiarity with the Mormon sub-culture enabled the 
researcher to include questions of particular signii'icance to Mormon 
temple and nontemple marriages. To increase the reliability and valid-
ity of the scale all questions were weighted the same when scoring them. 
The religiosity scale consisted of nine questions, Two additional 
questions were asked of temple couples which dealt with holding a cur-
rent temple recommend and attendance at a temple. 
In summary, the instruments given to the subjects consisted of 
seven questions relating to background information, the Locke-Wallace 
Short Marital Adjustment Test and a nine-item religiosity scale with 
two additional questions given to temple couples. 
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Scor i ng Procedures 
The scoring procedures for the marital adjustment test are the 
r.amo as those uso<l by LockP. and Wallace, A3 mentioned previously, 
question 12 was eliminated so the total possible score on the adjustment 
te st would be 148 rather than 158. The test and the scoring for each 
question is found in Appendix B. 
The scoring on the religiosity scale was three points for each 
que stion, making a total of 27 points for the nine questions. Relig-
iosity scores for the temple and nontemple couples were compared using 
the scor es from the nin3 questions. Further correlations and discus-
sions will be found in the Findings and Discussion section, 
With the two additional questions for the temple couples, the 
total possible score. was 33 points. This, too, was correlated with ad-
justment scores and will be discussed later. 
Administration 
After a couple had been selected to participate in the study, a 
phone call was made to each household to arrange for an appointment so 
the researcher could interview each couple, The following is an example 
of the conversation which took place: 
"Hello, (Mr. or Mrs.) , my name is (name of inter-
viewer), I am a graduate Student in Family Relations at 
Utah State University. You and your mate have been randomly 
selected from a list of names to participate in a study deal-
ing with marital relations. If you desire to participate, I 
would like to arrange a time when both you and your (husband 
or wife) would be at home men I could come and administer a 
short oral questionnaire, It will take about 15 minutes and 
all of your responses will remain completely anonymous, When 
would be a good time for me to come?" 
Upon arriving, the interviewer introduced himself and proceeded 
with the interview. The fir st part of the interview involved asking the 
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couple questions pertaining to background information about the subjects 
themselves . The interviewer asked the questions and marked the approp-
riate responses on a pre-coded answer sheet. 
The second part of the interview consisted of the marital ad-
justment test. Each partner was given an answer sheet to respond to 
the questions as presented orally by the interviewer. The respondents 
then marked their answers in the appropriate place on the answer sheet. 
The last part of the interview involved the administering of the 
r el i giosity scale. The interviewer asked each respondent the questions 
and then recorded their answer s on a pre-coded answer sheet. 
There were a few cases where the participants asked to s ee some 
sort of identification to verify the legitimacy of the interviewer. A 
copy of a letter written for this purpose is included as Appendix C. 
Questions were repeated if necessary and ample time was given for 
r esponses. After all responses were recorded the interview was term-
inated. 
It should be mentioned here that the researcher attempted to go 
to the dwellings of couples unannounced without first phoning and mak-
ing an appointment. The purpose was to compare the success and response 
of this method and the one which was actually used. After knocking on 
several doors and being unable to find both husband and wife at home or 
finding that the couple did not wish to participate at that time, it 
was decided the use of telephone appointments would be much more success-
ful. It appeared to the interviewer that this method of arriving un-
announced gave the interviewer less credibility, even though a letter of 
introduction was displ~ed upon request. One possible explanation for 
this lack of success is that during the past few months before the study 
was undertaken, there had been a number of door-to-door salesmen in the 
area who said they were conducting college research, using thi s as a 
method of getting into homes. 
Ana1ysis of Data 
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The Wilcoxin Matched Pair s Sign Ranked Test was used to test 
hypothesis number one. A total adjustment score was computed for each 
r espondent . The Wilcoxin Test was then applied for a comparison of 
temple couples and nontemple couples as well as a comparison of temple 
females and nontemple females and a comparison of temple males and non-
temple males. Means, standard deviations, and ranges were used descrip-
tively with the data. The .05 level of confidence was the critical level 
employed in testing all the hypotheses. 
A "t" test for two sample means was used to test significance of 
the second hypothesis. Means, standard deviations, and ranges were 
used descriptively with the data. 
The third hypothesis was tested using chi square. A phi co-
efficient was computed to determine the strength of the relationship 
on those questions found to be significant. 
A Pearson correlation coefficient, hereafter referred to as the 
Pear son "r," was computed to test the fourth hypothesis. A comparison 
of religiosity scores for each group was also made. 
All statistical analyses were perfonned manually with the aid of 
a calculator by the researcher. All statistics were computed at least 
two times to check for errors. 
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
!!,ypothesis 1 
Hypothesis 1 states marital adjustment scores as measured by the 
Locke-Wallace Short Marital Adjustment Test will be higher for temple 
marriages than for nonte~le marriates. A comparison of mean marital 
adjustment scores is presented in Table 1. 
The adjustment scores for te~le couples ranged from a low of 86 
to a high of 138 with a mean of 114.37. The standard deviation is 12 
as compared with a standard deviation of 18.3 for nonte~le couples. 
The mean for the nonte~le couples was 100.13 and the range of scores 
was a low of 57 and a high of 130. 
The Wilcoxin Matched Pairs Sign Ranked Test was applied to see 
if there was a significant difference in the adjustment scores of the 
temple and nontemple groups. A Wilcoxin "T" of 57 was obtained which 
is significant beyond the .05 level which was the preselected level of 
significance, There is then a significant difference between temple 
and nontemple groups for marital adjustment. 
The hypothesis stated that adjustment scores will be higher for 
temple marriages than for nonte~le marriages, Since this is an alter-
nate hypothesis, it was first necessary to reject the null hypothesis, 
which was the purpose of utilizing the Wilcoxi.n Matched Pairs Sign Ranked 
Test. Once th9 null hypothesis was rejected the alternate hypothesis 
was accepted which in this case was the hypothesis tested in this 
research. 
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Table 1. Summary comparison of marital adjustment scores 
Standard Level 
Group Number Mean Deviation Range "T" of 
Si 
Couples 
Temple 40 114.37 12.00 86-138 
Nontemple 40 100.13 18.30 57-130 
57 .os 
- - - - - - - - - ------- ----- - - - - - -
Husbands 
Temple 20 114.15 10 ,74 89-136 
Nontemple 20 100.05 15.06 65-124 
24 .os 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Wives 
Temple 20 114. 60 13.15 86-138 
Nontemple 20 100 .20 21 .1 0 57-130 
33 .os 
This finding also holds true men comparing husbands of temple 
and nontemple marriages. The range for temple husbands was a low of 89 
and a high of 136, with a mean of 114.15 and a standard deviation of 
10 . 74. The range for nontemple males was a low of 65 and a high of 
124, with a mean of 100,05 and a standard deviation of 15.06. A "T" of 
24 was obtained which is significant beyond the ,05 level, There is, 
then, a significant difference between male temple marriages and male 
nontemple marriages for adjustment. 
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Marital adjustment s cor es for wives of temple marriages ranged 
from a low of 86 to a high of 138, with a mean of 114.60 and a standard 
deviation of 13. 15 . Scores of nontemple wives ranged from a low of 57 
to a high of 130, with a mean of 100 .20 and a standard deviation of 
21 .1. A Wilcoxin "T" of 33 was obtained which is significant beyond the 
. 05 level. Wives of temple marriages, then, are significantly better 
adjusted than are wives of nontemple marriages. 
Although there is a significant difference in the marital adjust-
ment scores of temple and nontemple couples, husband and wife scores 
within each group are alroost identical. 
Husbands of temple marriages had a mean adjustment score of 
114.1 5 , compared with temple wives scores of 114.60. Nontemple hus-
bands had a mean adjustment score of 100. 05 , compared with nontemple 
wives scores of 100.20 . This would seem to indicate, even though 
temple marriages are significantly better adjusted than are nontemple 
marriages, husbands and wives within each group get along equally well 
or equally bad. This would be supported by the fact that none of the 
couples in the sample had sought or were seeking a divorce, according to 
the branch presidents. 
The Wilcoxin Matched Pairs Sign Ranked Test was used to determine 
significant differences between the temple and nontemple couples. Use 
of the test requires matching pairs on one or more variables. As men-
tioned previously, the temple and nontemple groups were matched on a 
number of control variables. 
Hypothesis 2 
Hypothesis 2 states the mean adjustment scores will not vary 
sig nificantly for each control variable men each variable is analyzed 
in terms of its effect on marital adjustment scores. A "t" test for 
two sample means was used to test the hypothesis. The hypothesis is 
accepted at the . 05 level of confidence. The mean adjustment scores 
did not vary significantly for each control variable when each variable 
was analyzed in terms of it s effect on adjustment. However , since 
Hypothesis 1 was accepted, it is assumed the multiple causation effect 
of the control variables does affect overall adjustment, 
The following discussion will present the results of the analysis 
of each control variable and its influence on adjustment scores . A 
comparison of husband and wife differences as well as differences for 
temple and nontempl·e couples will be presented. Each control variable 
will be analyzed using the data descriptively. 
Number of children 
Table A1 in Appendix A shows the effect of the number of children 
on marital adjustment scores, Temple couples had a mean of 1,8 children, 
compared with a mean of 1.3 children for nontemple couples. One child's 
effect on adjustment is consistent for temple male and female and non-
temple female, all whose scores are barely above the mean for each 
group. The nontemple husbands' adjustment scores are slightly below the 
mean, While this difference is not significant, the introduction of the 
first child affects the male nontemple differently than any other group, 
in this case negatively. This wuld be in congruence with Dyer (1963) 
who reported the introduction of the first child creates a crisis. 
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Although the incre ases or decreases in adjustment are not sig-
nificant, the arrival of each child does affect husband and wife 
response s of nonternple couples differently than it does for temple hus-
bands and wives. Temple husbands and wives appear to react in similar 
fashion to the entrance of children in the relationship. Nontemple hus-
bands and wives react differently. This may account for the difference 
in overall adjustment for temple and nontemple couples . 
Table A2 in Appendix A shows the relationship between age and 
marital adjustment, Adjustment scores for temple couples decrease with 
age, Adjustment scores for nontemple couples decrease with age for 
females but increase for males. Once again the difference in how temple 
and nontemple couples were affected by a control variable undoubtedly 
infl uences overall adjustment. The r esults of nontemple males would be 
incongruent with Landis (1 963 ) Who said couples would be more prone to 
seek divorce if they marry younger, A clarification might be that age 
at marriage is not as important as how husband and wife react to it. 
If husbands and wives react differently, as is the case with nontemple 
couples, then the expected adjustment score would be lower. 
Length of marriage 
The relationship of length of marriage to marital adjustment is 
shown in Table A) of Appendix A, Once again the nontemple males do not 
follow the pattern which is in congruence with Burr (1970) . They show 
an increase in adjustment contrasted with a decrease for female non-
temple and male and female temple. The interesting comparison here is 
that of age and length of marriage . The mean adjustment scores for 
nontemple males were almost identical when comparing age and length of 
marriage. This observation would seem to add validity to the finding s 
of the r esearch. 
~ 
The relationship of income to marital adjustment is presented in 
Table A4 in Appendix A, Ther e were an equal number of temple and non-
temple couples in each of the two income categories. There is a 
decrease in adjustment from lower to higher income for temple couples 
and male temple, but the differences are not significant, The inter-
esting comparison, hbwever, is between male and female temple . Thus 
far, discrepancies between male and female have been for nontemple 
couples , It will be shown later that temple couples do disagree more 
over f inances than do nontemple couples. The congruency between these 
two findings would increase the validity of the study. It was because 
of the limited range of income, perhaps, that there was not a statis-
tical significant difference in the way finances influence temple and 
nontemple husbands and wives . It is interesting to note that there were 
12 temple and 12 nontemple couples in the higher income bracket. Col-
lege students, especially married ones, may not be as poor as they would 
like everyone to believe . 
Education 
Table A5 in Appendix A shows the relationship between husband's 
and wife's education and marital adjustment. A "t" test was not used 
to test significance since the numbers in each category were too small 
to warrant such an effort , Observation suggests that wife's education 
may influence adjustment more than husband's education, As the wife's 
education increases , there is an increase in the adjustment scores of 
husbands and wives of nontemple marriages; that is, until the wife's 
education reaches the level of a college education and beyond. 
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It is unfair to make a comparison with temple adjustment scores 
since there are no wives in the temple group who had 16 years or more 
of education, Pr evious r esearch on education and its influence on 
adjustment and happiness focused on husband's education, Therefore, it 
is interesting to note wife's education influences adjustment in this 
sample even though the extent or amount of influence is not known since 
no statistic was computed. It is possible education influences adjust-
ment up to a point, then the influence decreases or levels off. This 
would be an interesting point for fUture r esearch, Past research efforts 
have shown that the attainment of a higher education by females is in-
congruent with traditional and instrumental role expectations. Adjust-
ment decreases as traditional and instrumental role expectations are 
not met (Hicks and Platt, 1970 ). 
Wife's occupation 
It is not known for this sample if wife's occupation negatively 
or positively influences marital adjustment since the numbers in each 
category were again too small to warrant computing a statistical test. 
Table A6 in Appendix A presents information comparing wife's occupation 
and it s effect on adjustment. Where the wife was not employed outside 
of the home the adjustment scores for temple and nontemple couples were 
very close to the mean. Where the wife's occupation is clas~ified as 
professional, the adjustment scores decrease for the nontemple group, 
This would be in agreement with Axelson (1 963) who suggested there is a 
time lag in cultural acceptance of new roles for women, Thus, having 
a wife Who was working in a professional occupation could negatively 
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inrluence adjustment . There wer e no wives in the temple group who wer e 
classified a s professionals . This may be due to the fact they had no 
ch oice of occupation, but an analysis of the extent of education for 
t emple wives indicates there were no t emple wives with 16 year s or more 
of education. Consequently, the,y would not have enough education to 
work in a professional occupation. 
A comparison between wives' education and occupation is inter-
esting. Non temple wives with a college education or more scored low 
on adjustment and so did their husbands. Professional working wives in 
tile nontemple group also scored below the mean on adjustment. 
For those relationships where the wife was a student, the temple 
adjustment scores were extremely close to the mean. But for the non-
temple husbands and wives, the adjustment scores wer e above the mean 
for their group. It should be pointed out that t he number of student 
wives in each group is tw, which is too emall to really make any 
honest comparisons. 
Hypothesis 3 
Hypothesis 3 states there will be a significant difference in 
the way temple and nontemple couples respond to selected questions on 
the marital adjustment test dealing wit h : sex, recr eation , finances, 
conventionality, and philosophy of life . Chi square was used to test 
the r elationship between the way temple and nontemple couples responded 
t o the selected questions. A phi coefficient was computed t o determine 
the strength of the relationship. 
Difference in responses of temple and nontemple couples were not 
found to be statistically significant for the questions dealing with 
sex and r ecreation. There was , however, a significant difference in 
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r esponses of templ e and nont empl e couple s f or the remaining questions. 
Each question will be presented and discussed individually. 
~·inance s 
The extent of agreement over the Wfzy finances are handled is one 
area Where nontemple couples agreed more than did temple couples. There 
was a statistically significant difference when comparing the responses 
for temple and nontemple couples as to whether they always agreed or 
almost always agreed. The phi coefficient was .58, which indicates a 
rather strong relationship. 
The differences in temple and nontemple responses is best under-
stood when considering the unique financial obligations temple couples 
generally adhere to more than do nontemple couples. The financial ob-
ligations include ten percent of the total income donated to the church, 
one to two percent of the total income donated for operating expenses 
and budget, and a number of other financial obligations which members 
are not required but expected to donate or volunteer. This is one of 
the requirements to obtain a temple recommend, These findings are 
presented in Table 2. 
Question five of the religiosity scale is usefUl here since it 
records the responses of those meeting church financial obligations. 
Table 3 shows the frequency of those meeting church financial obliga-
tions. More temple couples meet their financial obligations than do 
nontemple couples. Temple couples also partially meet their financial 
obligations more oi'ten than do nontemple couples. There are not 8I1:f 
temple couples who do not meet their financial obligations, From this 
it would be expected the additional financial strain on temple couples 
could lead to disagreement on finances . It should also be remembered 
Tabl e 2. Chi square analysi s for the extent of agreement of the 
way financ es ar e handled for temple and nontemple couples 
Always AiiiiOst 
Agree Always Agree Total 
Temple 3 23 26 
Nontemple 10 17 27 
Total 13 40 53 
Degree of freedom = 1 Chi square • 18.80 Phi coefficient - .58 
Tabl e 3. Frequency of those meeting church financial obligations 
Yes Partly No 
Templ e Couples 10 10 0 
Nontemple Couple s 8 7 5 
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that there were an equal number of temple and nontentJle couples in each 
income category, This wuld increase the validity ofthe findings re-
lating to finan ces, 
~ 
Question five of the adjustment test asks to state the extent 
of agreement or disagreement in relation to .friends. The disparity be-
tween husband and wife responses for the temple and nontemple groups is 
not very large, Table 4 indicates these findings. 
There are, however, more temple couples who always agree on se-
lection of .friends than nontemple couples, This difference is statis-
tically significant and the correlation is ,60 , If there is agreement 
Table 4. Chi square analysis for the extent of agreement on 
friends for temple and nontemple couples 
Always All1iO:!!t 
Agree Always Agree 
Temple 14 17 
Nontemple 3 24 
Total 17 41 
Degree of freedom Chi square ~ 21 . 62 Phi coefficient 
43 
Total 
31 
27 
58 
- .60 
lacking on whom one's friends are, then it would be expected this could 
influence overall marital adjustment. Selection of and maintenance of 
friends is often influenced by one's philosophy of life. Tables 5 and 
6 present responses for questions seven and eight dealing with extent 
of agre ement on conventionality and philosophy of life, 
Conventionality and philosophy of life 
To test significance for these two questions, chi square was com-
puted using a tw by two table. Responses lOE!re broken down so always 
agree and almost always agree were in one category and occasionally 
disagree and frequently disagree were in the other category. There 
was a significant difference in the way temple couples and nontemple 
couples responded. For conventionality, chi square was 14. 73 with a 
correlation of .41. For philosophy of life, chi square was 6 . 66 and 
correlation was .44. In order to have a significant difference at the 
.05 level, a chi square of 3.84 was needed. The r esponses to these 
questions must be considered in conjunction with the difference of the 
way of life for temple and nontemple couples as previously discussed. 
Responses to these tw questions indicate that not only is the way of 
Table 5. Chi square analysis for the extent of agreement on 
conventionality for t emple and nontemple couples 
Agree Disagree 
Temple 34 6 
Non temple 17 23 
Total 51 29 
Degree of fre edom Chi square 14.73 Phi coefficient 
Table 6 . Chi square analysis for the extent of agreement on 
philosophy of life for temple and nontemple couples 
Agree Disagree 
Temple 35 s 
Nontemple 25 15 
Total 60 20 
Degree of freedom Chi square = 6.66 Phi coefficient 
44 
Total 
40 
40 
80 
= .41 
Total 
40 
40 
80 
= .44 
life different but agreement on t he way of life is different for temple 
and nontemple couples. 
Hypothesis 4 
Hypothesis 4 states there will be a significant positive corre-
lation between religiosity scores and marital adjustment scores. The 
hypothesis is accepted for temple couples but rejected for nontemple 
couples. In order to be significant, the Pearson "r" had to be .444 
or greater. Although the relationship is not significant at the . OS 
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level of oonfidence for nontemple couples, the Pear son "r" is close to 
the .444 limit. The Pearson "r" for temple couples is significant be-
yond the .OS level of confidence. Table 7 presents the mean religiosity 
scores and correlations between r eligiosity and marital adjustment. 
Temple couple s have a mean religiosity score three points or more 
higher than do nontemple couples. 
Re l igiosity score s were also used as a control to determine the 
extent of influence of religiosity scores on marital adjustment scores . 
High, medium, and low r eligiosity categories were established. Mean 
marital adjustment scores did not vary significantly for temple or non-
temple couples from low to medium to high categories. 
Since temple couples are more religious by definition than are 
nontemple oouples, the higher religiosity scores for temple couples is 
not surprising. It w:>uld also be expected that the range of religios-
ity scores for nontemple couples would be spread out since expectations 
differ for nontemple couples. Since they are less religious by defin-
ition, lower scores would be expected. But they would also be expec-
ted to conform to church standards so high religiosity scores could 
also be expect ed . 
The finding that higher adjustment scores were found for temple 
couples would be in congruence with Hicks and Platt (1970) who state 
that religion positively correlates with better adjustment and happi-
ness. 
Since the sample of temple and nontemple couples would be ex-
pected to be religious , the low correlation between r eligiosity and 
adjustment is somewhat surprising even though the correlation for 
temple couples was significant. The sample used in this research must 
be examined more closely . The sample used was very homogeneous in 
Table 7 . Mean rel igios i t y s co r es and correlations between 
r eligion and adj ustment 
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Mean Rel igiosity Range Correlation 
Temple 
Male 24.35 21 - 27 .47 
Female 24. 25 21-27 .51 
Nontemple 
Male 19 .50 8-26 • 37 
Female 21. 00 12-26 .28 
regar d to income, education, l ength of marriage, number of children, and 
age, all of which were used as control variables. Consequently, the 
low correlation would indicate the sample was representative of a trun-
cated range, studies which have shown a stronger correlation between 
re l igiosity and adjustment have used samples with more diverse back-
grounds . 
Other Findings 
Question 10 of the marital adjustment test was analyzed and the 
results are presented in Table 8. The question states, "When disagree-
ments arise they result in: husband giving in, wife giving in, or 
agreement solved by mutual give and take," Adjustment scores were 
lower for temple and nontemple couples liho saw themselves or their mate 
giving in as a method of solving problems, 
Overall there were more nontemple couples and individuals who 
saw themselves or their mate giving in. It is interesting to note that 
for those couples who agreed that problems were solved by a mate giving 
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Table 8 , Perception of how disagreements are solved 
Temple Adj. Nontemple Adj, 
No, Male Female No. Male Female 
One or both mates 
perceive disagree-
mente solved by a 
mate giving in 11 107 ,80 105.83 17 88,13 82.60 
Both mates agreed 
someone gave in 4 113. 00 109. 00 6 87.50 77.60 
One mate feels 
one mate gave in 7 100, 00 99 .15 5 88.30 85.16 
in, only one couple out of twelve in the nontemple groups differed as 
to which mate gave in. For the temple group, one couple out of two dis-
agreed as to who gave in. 
When disagreements are solved by a mate giving in, the overall 
adjustment scores are negatively affected for all couples, The numbers 
in each grrup were too small to warrant computing a statistical test of 
significance, However, observation indicates temple scores are less 
affected than are nontemple scores . The conclusion, then, is that 
being a martyr can contribute to a lower overall adjustment score, 
The researcher thought it might be useful to add a question to 
the adjustment test which attempted to ascertain the perception of agree-
ment between husband and wife in regard to their responses on the ad-
justment test, The question asked the subjects to predict the percent 
of time that their and their mates' responses would be in agreement, 
These findings are presented in Table 9 . 
A chi square test of significance was computed to test the dif-
ference in responses of temple and nontemple couples, Half of the 
temple couples thought their responses would be in agreement 90-1 00 
Table 9 . Chi square analysis of the comparison of temple and non-
temple couples' perception of overall agreement 
Agree Agree less 
90-100% than Bo% Total 
Temple 23 17 40 
Nontemple 11 29 40 
Total .34 46 Bo 
Degree of freedom Chi square ~ 9.41 Phi coefficient • • 35 
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percent of the time but only one-fourth of the nontemple couple s thought 
so . Only 50 percent of the temple couples compared with BO percent of 
the nontemple couples perceived their responses as being in agreement 
less than 80 percent of the time. These differences are statistically 
significant. The phi correlation coefficient was .35, which indicates 
a weak r elationship . Nevertheless, the relationship is there because 
ther e was an overall difference in adju~tment for temple and nontemple 
couples . Perhaps, then, perception does affect behavior. 
Swmnary of Findings 
Hypothesis 1. Marital adjustment scores as measured by the 
Locke-Wallace Short Marital Adjustment Test will be higher for Mormon 
t emple marriages than for nontemple marriages. The hypothesis is 
accepted beyond the . 05 level of confidence. Marital adjustment scores 
of t emple husbands and wives were almost identical, and marital adjust-
ment scores of nontemple husbands and wives were also almost i dentical . 
Hypothesis 2. The mean adjustment scores did not vary signifi-
cantl y for number of children, age, length of marriage, income, and 
education when each variable was analyzed in terms of its effect on 
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marital adjustment. Although the difference was not significant, non-
temple husbands and wives were affected differently by the control 
variables. If husbands' marital adjustment scores increased, then 
wives' decr eased and visa versa. Generally, temple husbands' and wives' 
scores increased or decreased in the same direction . When the multiple 
effect of all the control variables is evaluated, nontemple couples 
were negatively affected by the husband-wife disparity. 
Hypothesis 3. Selected questions from the marital adjustment 
test were analyzed in terms of temple and nontemple couples' responses. 
The hypothesis states thst there will be a significant difference in 
the way temple and nontemple couples respond to selected questions on 
the adjustment test dealing with sex, recreation, finances, friends, 
conventionality, and philosophy of life, There was not a significant 
difference in the way temple and nontemple couples agreed or disagreed 
on questions dealing with sex and recreation. 
There was, however, a significant difference in the frequency of 
agreement on questions dealing with friends, conventionality, and phil-
osophy of life. Temple couples agreed more often than did nontemple 
couples. 
Nontemple couples agreed more on finances than did temple couples. 
All differences were significant beyond the ,05 level of confidence, 
Hypothesis 4. The hypothesis states there will be a significant 
positive correlation between religiosity scores and marital adjustment 
scores. There was a positive correlation between religiosity scores 
and marital adjustment scores for temple couples, The finding is sig-
nificant beyond the ,05 level of confidence, There was a positive cor-
relation between religiosity scores and marital adjustment scores for 
nontemple couples, but the relationship fell short of the necessary 
requirement for statistical significance. 
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Other Findings. When couples were asked to estimate the percent 
of the time they thought they and their mates' responses on the adjust-
ment test would be in agreement, nontemple couples perceived their 
mate s would disagree with them more frequently than did temple couples. 
The difference was significant beyond the .05 level of confidence. 
Couples and individuals who said disagreements were solved by a 
mate giving in rather than by mutual give and take had marital adjust-
ment scores below the mean for their group . 
Conclusions 
The study compared the marital adjustment scores of young Mormon 
married college students. Twenty temple and twenty nontemple couples 
were given the Locke-Wallace Short Marital Adjustment Test . Temple 
couples scored significantly higher than did nontemple couples. 
Therefore, it can be coocluded that !obrmons who marry in a temple have 
a greater chance of having a better adjusted marriage than Mormons who 
marry outside of a temple. However, it ie not so much the ceremony or 
where it takes place as it is the contrasting life styles of temple and 
nontemple couples. The unique way of life is ent ered into before mar-
riage and continued throughout the relationship. 
All of the couples were matched on a number of control variables. 
Each variable--age, length of marriage, income, number of children, and 
education--was analyzed in terms of its effect on marital adjustment 
scores, The scores did not vary significantly when each variable was 
analyzed in terms of its effect on marital adjus tment scor es of temple 
and nontemple couples. 
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It can be concluded, however, that the multiple effect of the 
control variables influenced nontemple couples in a negative way. Male 
and female nontemple adjustment scores generally increased or de.creased 
in opposite directions while male and female temple adjustment scores 
generally increased or decreased in the same direction. 
The contrasting life styles of temple and nontemple couples was 
reflected when selected questions from the marital adjustment test were 
analyzed. The fact that temple couples agreed more often than did non-
t emple couple s on friend s , conventionality, and philosophy of life ~uld 
indicate there was a basic difference in the life style of the two 
groups. The uniqueness of a temple marriage would be revealed in the 
fact nontemple couples agreed more on finances than did temple couples. 
This is due to additional church financial obligations met by temple 
couples. 
A difference in the way of life for temple and nontemple couples 
is also evidenced by the fact there was a significant positive correla-
tion between religiosity scores and marital adjustment scores for temple 
couples but not for nontemple couples. Therefore, it is concluded that 
temple marriages are not only more religious by definition to begin with 
but continue to be so throughout the marriage. 
Findings from the study would also allow a conclusion regarding 
perception toward how problems are solved. Couples who solve problems 
by a mate giving in are not as well adjusted as couples who solve prob-
l "ms by mutual give and take, 
Couples who perceive their mates and their own responses to the 
marital adjus tment test as being in agreement on major i ssues are better 
adjusted than couples who perceive responses as not agree i ng. 
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The difference in marital adjustment scores of temple and non-
temple marriages is due to an accumulation of many factors, It would 
appear that no one single factor is less or more important than any 
other. All of this would support the fact that the marital relation-
ship i s a complex network of r elationships and associations . In order 
to increase the body of knowledge the following suggestions are made. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
Several variables which received little attention in this re-
search could be instrumental in analyzing and understanding marital 
relationships. The influence of new roles for women needs to be consid-
ered when studying marital interaction. New roles such as those of 
working wives and wive s as full time students will undoubtedly influence 
the marital relationship in very different ways and degrees than in the 
past . The influence of a wife 1 s education, especially in comparison to 
that of her husband, is another variable which needs to be considered 
i n future research. 
Research needs to focus on marital adjustment of temple and non-
t emple marriages over the life cycle rather than focusing on one stage 
of the life cycle. A longitudinal study could provide insights which 
this study failed to produce due to its weaknesses. A study comparing 
Mormons with non-Mormons over the life cycle could also provide new 
information for the field of marital relations. 
Finally, a weakness of this study which could be overcome in 
future research efforts would be to use separated and divorced couples 
of temple and nontemple marriages and make further comparisons of 
marital adjustment scores. 
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Appendix A 
Table A1. Effect of the munber of children on marital adjustment 
Number of Children Temple Nontemple 
Husband Wife Husband Wife 
Adj. Adj. No. Adj. Adj. No. 
115.00 114.50 10 97.75 101.20 12 
2 117.30 115.00 6 107 .so 95.50 6 
3 107.20 114.25 4 1 oo.So 102 .00 2 
Table A2. Age and marital adjustment 
Temple Adj. No. 20-24 years No. 25-32 years 
Male 7 117.42 13 112.46 
Female 11 120.50 9 1 os. 30 
Nontemple Adj. 
Male 10 97.79 10 102.20 
Female 12 103.16 8 95.75 
- - - - - - - - - -
Temple 
Male Mean 26.75 years Range 21-32 
Female Mean 24.10 years Range 20-30 
Non temple 
Male Mean 24.60 Range 20-28 
Female Mean 23.45 Range 20-28 
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Table A) . Length of marriage and adjustment 
Adjustment No. 1-3 Years No. 4-8 Years 
Temple 
Male 12 120.00 8 105.40 
Female 12 118.)0 8 110.25 
Nontemple 
Male 12 98.75 8 102 . 00 
Female 12 103.20 8 95 . 75 
- - - - -
Temple Mean 3.5 years 
Nontemple Mean 3.4 years 
Table A4. Income and marital adjustment 
Adjustment No. Less than $5,000 No, $5,000-$7,999 
Temple 
Male 8 114.87 12 113. 67 
Female 8 113. 00 12 11 6.20 
NontEITlple 
Male 8 100,62 12 99 . 96 
Female 8 108.30 12 94.80 
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Tabl e A5. Husband' s and wife 1 s education and adjustment 
Temple Adjustment NOntemple Adjustment 
Male Female No, No, Male Female 
Husband's 
Education 
9-12 0 0 
1 3-15 114.80 113.21 11 13 98.15 100.40 
16 or more 113.30 116.10 9 7 103.57 99.85 
Wife's 
Education 
9-12 105 .50 93 .50 2 3 81.00 95.00 
13-1 5 115.11 116.94 18 12 103.50 102.90 
16 or more 0 5 102.20 96.80 
Table A6. Wife's occupation and adjustment 
Wife's Temple Nontemple 
OccuEation Male Female No . Male Female No. 
None 11 3.00 116.30 15 1 oo. 30 102,60 12 
Professional 0 96.70 85.30 3 
Unskilled 116.20 11 3. 00 3 98,00 97 . 00 3 
Student 112.50 11 2.90 2 107 .oo 113. 00 2 
Appendix B 
Oral Questionnaire 
1, How long have you been married? 
(a) 1-3 years __ ; (b) 4-8 years __ ; ( c) 9 years or 
more 
2. How many children do you have? 
(a) 1 _; (b) 2 _; (c) 3 
3. Wife's occupation 
(a) no (b) typ_e_ 
(1) professional ; (2) skilled __ , 
(3) unskilled _""""i"l4) student __ 
4. Husband's education 
(a) 9-12 years ; (b) 13-15 years ; 
(c) 16 years or""'iiiire __ --
5. Wife's education 
6, Age 
(a) 9-12 years ; (b) 13-1 5 years ; 
(c) 16 years or more -- --
(a) 20-24 years ; (b) 25-32 years ; 
(c) 33 years andover__ --
7, Yearly family income 
(a) less than $5,000 __J (b) $5,000-$7,999 __ I 
(c) $8,000 and over __ 
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Rel i giosity Scale 
1. How often do you have indi vidual pra,;yer? 
About every da,;y _3_ Some of the time 
_2_ Very seldom 1 
2. How often do you have family pra,;yer? 
About every day _3_ Some of the time 
_2_ Very seldom 1 
3. How often do you attend church? 
Once a week or more 3 Once or twice a month 2 
Every few months ........L-
4. Have you held any church positions during the last year? 
Yes ___ 3_ No 0 
5. Do you meet the financial obligations of your religion? 
Yes ___ 3_ Partly 1 No 0 
6 . How often do you hold family home evening? 
Weekly _3_ Every few weeks __?._ Every few months _1_ 
7 . Do you consider religion to be a worthwhile and valuable part of 
your li.fe? 
Yes ___ 3_ Not sure 1 No 0 
8 . Do you observe the Word of Wisdom? 
Yes _3_ Partly 1 No 0 
9. As you consider the trials you have gone through in your life, do 
you feel your religious beliefs have helped you in time s of 
distress and need? 
Yes _3_ Sometimes _1_ No 0 
Questions .for temple couples only: 
1. Do you hold a current temple recommend? 
Yes _.l_ No ___ o_ 
2. How often do you attend the temple? 
Once a month or more 3 Every two months 2 
Every three or four moliUis _1_ --
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Marital-adjustment test 
1. Check the dot on the scale line which best describes the degree of 
happiness, everything considered, of your present marriage. 
15 
*v-ery--------~--------~------~H~~~P~P~Y~------~------~--~Pe~rfectiy 
0 7 20 25 2 35 
Unhappy Happy 
State the approximate extent of agreement 
and your mate on the following items. 
or disagreement between you 
Almost 
Always Always 
Agree Agree 
2, Handling 
family finances 
3. Matters of 
recreation 4. Demonstrations 
5 
5 
of affection 8 
7. COnventionSlity 
(right, good, or 
~ro~er conduct) 5 
, hiloeophY of 
life 5 
9. Ways of dealing 
4 
4 
6 
4 
4 
Almost 
Occasionally Frequently Always 
Disagree Disagree Disagree 
3 2 
3 2 
2 
2 
4 
3 2 
3 2 
Always 
Disagree 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
with in-laws 5 4 3 2 0 
10, When disagreements arise, they U8ulll1Y result in: husband giving 
in 0 , wife giving in 2 , agreement by mutual give and take 10 
11, Do you and your mate mgage in outside interests together? All of 
them 10 , some of them 8 , very few of them 3 , none of them 0 , 
*12. In leisure time do you generally perfer: to be "on the go" , to 
stay at home ? Does your mate generally prefer: to be "on the 
go" , to stay at home ? (Sta;y at home for both~ 10 points, 
"on the go" for both, 3 pointe; disagreement, 2 points.) 
13. Do you ever wish you had not married? Frequently 0 , occasionally 
3 , rarely 8 , never 15 • 
14. If you had your life to live over, do you think you ~uld: marry 
the same person 15 , marry a different person 0 , not marry at 
all 1 ? 
15. Do you confide in your mate: almost never 0 , rarely 2 , in most 
things 1 0 , in everything 1 0 ? 
16, What percent of the time do you think your and your mate's response s 
will be in agreement? 
(a) 100% ; (b) 90% J {c) 70-80% __ , (d) 50%_; (e) less 
than So%= --
*was not included. 
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Appendix C 
See letter on page 65. 
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. . UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY LOGAN . UTAH 84321 m-<:S.AOJV,~ ~') .... ,.,.;: .... COLLEGE OF FAMILY LIFE 
DEPARTMENT OF 
FAMILY AN D 
CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
October 6, 1972 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCrn.N: 
May I introduce the bearer of this letter, Ron Jones , a 
graduate student in the Department of Family and Child Development 
at Utah State University. 
Ron is making a study of marital adjustments in randomly 
selected families . I hope you will be able to cooperate with him 
in gathering the data. 
Sincerely, 
~:~[~~ 
Professor 
gc 
VITA 
Ronald Shill Jones 
Candidate for the Degree of 
Master of Science 
Thesis : Factors Associated with Marital Adjustment of Young Mormon 
Married College Students 
Major Field: Family and Cllild Development 
Biographical Information: 
Per sonal Data: Born at Salt Lake City, Utah, April 25 , 1947, 
son of Oscar C, and Zentha W, Jones; married Marylin 
Merrell February 8, 1972 ; one daughter--Jeralyn, 
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Education: Attended elementary school in Salt Lake City, Utah; 
graduated from South high school in 1965; attended the 
University of Utah 1965-66 and 1969-70; received the 
Bachelor of Science degree from Brigham Young University , 
Provo, Utah, with a major in sociology, in 1972 ; completed 
requirements for the Master of Science degree, majoring 
in family and child development with an emphasis in coun-
seling, at Utah State University in 1973 . 
